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[57] ABSTRACT

A device for regulating the pneumatic pressure in a
ventilated space suit relative to the pressure imposed
on the suit when being worn by a person underwater
to simulate space environment for testing and experi-
mentation. A box unit located on the chest area of the
suit comprises connections for suit air supply and
return lines and carries a regulator valve that stabilizes
the air pressure differential between the inside and
outside of the suit. The valve and thus suit pressure is
controlled by the suit occupant and the valve includes .
a mechanism for quickly dumping the suit pressure in
case of emergency. Pressure monitoring and relief
devices are also included in the box unit.

3 Claims, 4 Drawing Figures
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UNDERWATER SPACE SUIT PRESSURE posed to the suit air pressure. The piston is adjustably
CONTROL REGULATOR biased toward the closed position of the valve to

TROSS HFFFRFNCF TO RFI ATFD develop and maintain the desired pressure differential
CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED between the suit pressure and the ambient water pres-

APPLICATIONS 5 sufe The suit pressure may be varjed or dumped

The invention described herein is a division of appli- completely by the occupant of the suit by the manipula-
cation Ser. No. 869,260, filed Oct. 24, 1969 now U.S. tion of controls incorporated in the regulator valve.
Pat. No. 3,636,966. The box unit also contains means for continuously

monitoring the suit pressure and water depth by a sta-
ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION '° tion outside of the water.

The invention described herein was made by em- Accordingly it is a general object of the present in-
ployees of the United States Government and may be vention to provide an improved pressure control regu-
manufactured and used by or for the Government for >ator for a ventilated underwater suit,
governmental purposes without the payment of any ,5 A more specific object of the invention is to provide
royalties thereon or therefor. a device for regulating and monitoring the pneumatic

pressure in a space suit worn underwater to simulate
BACKGROUND OF THE IN VENTION zero gravity environment.

This invention relates generally to pressure regulat- Another object of the invention is to provide a pres-
ing devices and more particularly to a device for regu- 20 sure contro1 «g«lator for maintaining a constant pres-
lating and monitoring pneumatic pressure in an un- sure differential between the inside of an underwater
derwater suit su'1 and the water around the suit whereby the suit

An important activity associated with manned ex- pressure may be varied or quickly dumped entirely by
ploration of space is that of creating an environment the occupant of the suit.
that sim ulates the zero gravity environment of space for 25 These and other objects and advantages of the inven-
purposes such as training astronauts and testing equip- tion wi" become apparent upon reference to the fol-
ment under conditions matching the space environ- lowing specification, attendant claims and drawing.

ment as nearly as possible. One of the principal BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING
methods used for simulating the weightless condition of
space environment involves the provision of a very 30 FIG. 1 is a perspective view of an occupied space suit
large tank of water wherein the person undergoing having a pressure control regulator assembly posi-
training for space travel is submerged while wearing a tioned on the chest area of the suit,
space suit. These water tank facilities are known as FIG. 2 is an exploded view of the pressure control
neutral buoyancy facilities in that the forces acting on regulator assembly of FIG. 1.
the submerged persons and equipment are balanced so FIG. 3 is a cross sectional view of the pressure con-
that a weightless condition is simulated. trol regulator assembly of FIG. 1.

The space suits worn by persons engaging in un- FIG. 4 is an enlarged cross sectional view of a regula-
derwater simulation operations enclose the entire body tor valve assembly incorporated in the pressure control
and are pressurized with air internally to ventilate the 4Q regulator assembly of FIG. 1.
suit for cooling purposes and to circulate breathing air DESCRIPTION OFTHF PRFFFRRFD
through the face-covering part of the suit. The air pres- EMBODIMENT
sure source is located above water and the air is sup-
plied through a flexible line to the submerged space suit Referring to FIG. 1, therein is shown a space suit 11
occupant. The air is circulated through the suit and ex- 45 equipped with a pressure control regulator assembly 13
hausted above water through a flexible exhaust line. It positioned on the chest area of the suit occupant. The
is necessary to maintain a steady pressure differential space suit 11 is of the type worn by astronauts during
between the interior of the space suit and the surround- space travel and the pressure control regulator as-
ing water. It is preferable that the occupant of the space sembly 13 is part of an air flow system for pressurizing
suit have immediate control over the suit pressure since 50 and ventilating the suit while it is being worn by a per-
this enhances his confidence and effectiveness. Addi- son submerged underwater to experience a simulated
tionally, it is desirable that means be provided on the weightless environment similar to the environment in
space suit for indicating the suit pressure and water outer space. The entire body of the occupant is en-
depth to the monitoring and recording station outside closed by the suit and the suit is pneumatically pres-
of the water. 55 surized inside so that air is circulated within the suit for

s i rMM AB v r>F THC iw VFMTinM cooling the occupant and supplying breathing air to the
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION face area Qf the ^ Jo accompH>h proper ventilation

The invention comprises a box unit for positioning of the suit 11, it is necessary to maintain a steady pres-
on the chest area of a space suit worn during un- sure differential between the inside of the suit and the
derwater simulation activity and includes connections 6 water surrounding the suit. Moreover, it is desirable
for air supply and exhaust lines for the suit air flow that the occupant of the suit have immediate control
system. The box unit contains a pressure regulator over the suit pressure.
valve through which the air in the suit flow system must As shown in FIG. 1, a main air supply line IS is con-
pass. This valve has a spring loaded piston the position nected to a box unit 17 of the pressure control regula-
of which determines the amount of air flow space tor assembly 13. The supply air flows through the box
through the valve. One end of the piston is exposed to unit and into the suit 11 through a suit air supply line
the ambient water pressure and the other end is ex- 19. After circulating through the suit 11 the air is
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returned to the box unit 17 through a suit exhaust line The sleeve 89 receives a stem 99 having a base 101 in
21 and from the box unit to an above water station which is formed a seat 103 for engagement with a
through a main exhaust line 23. A flexible electrical spring 105. The stem 99 is in threaded engagement
conduit 25 leads out from the bottom of the box unit 17 with the sleeve 89 and may be adjusted longitudinally
and extends to an above water station to conduct pres- 5 by being rotated with a knob 107 secured to the stem
sure monitoring signals as will be explained hereinafter. by set screws 109 accessible through holes 111 in the
The air lines 15 and 23 and the electrical conduit 25 knob.
merge into a tube 27 behind the space suit and extend A piston 113 provided with a sealing ring 115 is fitted
to a station outside of the water. in the cylinder 67 and has a socket 117 therein that

Referring to FIGS. 2 and 3, .the box unit 17 com- '° receives the spring 105. The piston is urged toward a
prises a threaded opening 29 to which is connected the cylinder stop portion 119 by the spring 105, and the
main air supply line 15 through fittings 31 and 33 and degree of spring pressure against the piston is adjusted
sealing rings 35 and 37. the threaded opening 29 opens bV rotation of the stem 99. The lower end of the piston
into a passageway 39 that extends from the opening 29 15

 has an annular concave portion 121 that converges to a
to a second threaded opening 41 to which the suit Point to present a streamlined surface for the purpose
supply line 19 is joined by a fitting 43 and associated of lowering the resistance to the passage of air around
sealing ring 45 and clamp strap 47. The passageway 39 the end of the Piston and keeping it centered. The tri-
has an access opening 49 in the top of the box unit 17 an«ular openings 77 are closed by the piston when the
which is closed by a plug 51 20 piston is bearing on the cylinder stop 119.

In the side of the box unit opposite the openings 29 Clamped to the upper end of the sleeve 89 by a set
and 41 is a threaded opening 53 that receives the suit screw 123 is a lever 125 "* which the sleeve is rotated

exhaust line 21, the latter being connected by a fitting 65 deSrees
u <° P^P1'* connect or ^'connect the

55, sealing ring 57 and clamp strap 59. The opening 53 f'^ve to the fitting 79 as previously explained. The
enters a chamber 61 in the box unit 17. The upper wall 25 lever 12S 'S «*™«** '" the desir«d Positlon * .a
, . . , , , , . ,, . .. , . spring-urged ball 127 that mates with a recess 129 inof the chamber 61 has an opening 63 therethrough in .hi

which is fitted the lower portion of a pressure regulator _ , '. .,,„ , . . . ,. ,_
.. , K . „ , Referring to FIG. 3, the regulator valve assembly 65

valve assembly 65 the details of which will now be . ,. , . ., . . . .,. . . , . . .. ... .* . . , „.„„ , . . is fixed in a threaded opening 131 in the top of the boxdescribed with particular reference to FIGS. 2 and 4. ,„ .. ._ ..... . :6 , . ... ,_„, , , , , ,_ . . . 30 unit 17 with the lower portion of the cylinder 67 ex-The pressure regulator valve assembly 65 includes a . .. . . ,. . f. „ . . ,,. . . , „ . . . , . . ,1 . . tending into the opening 63. Between the openings 63
cylinder 67 having an integral head 69 and external . ,,, ... . ., ,_ . . t. • , _ , . -, ., j /• L. and 131 of the box unit 17 an enlarged space forms on
threads 71. A groove 73 near the lower end of the annu,ar 133 that communicates with the
cymder contains a sealing ring 75 and the wall of the trian ,ar ni 77 in the ,inder 67 The

cylinder above the groove 73 has a series of circum- 35 passageway 133 also communicates with a threaded
ferentially spaced triangular openings 77 therethrough, openjng ,35 tQ which js connected the main air exhaust

there bemg eight such openings in the d.sclosed em- ,ine 23 A fltti 13? provided with a seali fi 139

bodiment. Each of the openings 77 gradually increases screws jnto the openjng 13g Jhe exhaust ,ine „ fits

in area from the lower apex to the top side of the open- ^ ovef a second fining ul bejng c|amped thereto fey a

in*L . . ,n , . ,. . f_ . . ... „ strap 143. The fitting 141 plugs into the outer end of
The head 69 of the cylinder 67 is threaded internally tne fjttjng |37

to receive in threaded engagement an end fitting 79. A A quick.disconnect coupling is employed between
shoulder 81 of the cylinder 67 causes the outer surface the fming 137 and 14, comprising a retaining ring 145
of the fitting 79 to be flush with the end of the head 69 ^ that is mounted for iimited rotation on the outer end of
when tightly screwed into the cylinder. A set screw 83 the fltting ,37 by pins (not shown) projecting into slots
prevents rotation of the fitting 79. 147 (FIG 2) Openings 149 in the fitting 137 contain

Holes 85 are formed in the fitting 79 for a reason to ba,,s such as ,5, tha, are carnmed into a groove ,S3

be subsequently explained, and an opening 87 in the in the fitting 14, by rotation of the ring 145 to lock the.
center of the fitting receives a sleeve 89. The outside of 50 flttings i37 and i4i together. Rotation of the ring to
the sleeve 89 has two opposite raised portions 91 (FIG. the uniocking position permits the balls 151 to move
2) on which are formed threads over an arc segment of into recesses 155 in the ring 145 and release the fitting
substantially 65 degrees and between the portions 91 14! A locking tab 157 (FIG. 3) fits slidably in a
are opposite slots 93. Likewise, the wall of the opening dovetail groove 159 in the ring 145 and the end of the
87 in the fitting 79 has two opposed threaded portions 55 tab slides in and out of a slot (not shown) in the fitting
95 corresponding to the threaded portions on the 137 to secure the retaining ring in the locked position,
sleeve 89 and defining opposed slots 97. Thus the The tab 157 is slidably held in the groove 159 by spring
threaded engagement between the sleeve 89 and the loaded pins (not shown) engaging the tab and the
fitting 79 is made by inserting the sleeve into the fitting fitting 137. More detailed description and illustration
with the threaded portions 91 of the sleeve occupying 60 of the quick-disconnect coupling between the fittings
the slots 97 of the fitting. When the threaded portions 137 and 141 is not set forth since such detail is not es-
91 of the sleeve 89 are matched with the threaded por- sential to the invention.
tions 95 of the fitting 79 the sleeve is rotated 65 degrees The air flow into and out of the box unit 17 is as fol-
to secure the sleeve in the fitting. This manner of join- lows: Air enters the passageway 39 through the main
ing the sleeve and fitting permits a quick and easy air supply line 15 and flows into the space suit through
release of the sleeve which is very desirable for reasons the suit supply line 19. After circulating through the
to be explained. suit the air enters the chamber 61 through the suit ex-
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haust line 21 and flows into the regulator valve as-
sembly 65 around the streamlined end 121 of the piston
113. Subsequently the air flows out of the valve as-
sembly 65 through the triangular openings 77 and en-
ters the main exhaust line 23 where it is conducted out
of the water.

The ambient water pressure in the vicinity of the
space suit is applied against the piston 113 through the
holes 85 of the fitting 79. This water pressure acts on

A second transducer 195 is also mounted in the box
unit chamber in the same manner as the transducer
173. The transducer 195 is a delta pressure transducer
adapted to indicate the difference between the pressure
in the space suit and the ambient water pressure. The
signals from the transducer 195 are also conducted
through the electrical line 25 to the monitoring station

An additional safety measure in the form of a pres-
sure relief valve is included in the box unit 17 to guard

the same end of the piston as does the spring 105 and it I0 against the possibility of an excessive pressure buildup
is apparent that the air pressure in the chamber 61, and
thus in the space suit, must exceed the combined pres-
sure imposed by the water and the spring before the
piston will be moved toward the spring and permit air
flow through the triangular openings 77.

In underwater zero gravity simulation the rate of air
flow through the space suit is constant and the re-
sistance to the air flow is regulated by adjusting the
stem 99 to vary the spring pressure on the piston 113.
As the spring pressure increases the pressure in the
space suit rises. For optimum underwater simulation of
weightlessness the pressure in the space suit should ex-
ceed the ambient water pressure by 3.5 p.s.i.

15

in the space suit due to a failure in the system. The re-
lief valve comprises a threaded fitting 197 equipped
with a sealing ring 199 and being screwed into an open-
ing 201 in the box unit chamber 61. A series of
openings 203 are formed in the outer end of the fitting
197 and a rubber diaphragm 205 covers the openings
203. A slotted spring disk 207 is pressed against the
diaphragm by a screw 209 that screws into a threaded

.- opening (not shown) in the center of the fitting 197. A
cover 211 having a series of apertures 213 therein is
positioned over the spring disk 207 and screwed to the
fitting 197.

The spring disk 207 is normally shaped slightly coni-
The triangular configuration of the openings 77 pro- 2J Cally with the apex at the center of the disk pointing

vides a minimum ratio of air flow to piston movement outwardly of the box unit chamber 61. However, if the
at the lower portion of the triangular holes and max- pressure in the chamber exceeds a predetermined
imum ratio of air flow to piston movement at the upper amount the spring disk will snap outwardly. Air flow
portion. This configuration of the openings 77 causes WJH then be permitted through the valve to relieve the
the air flow space to change gradually, thus avoiding 30 excess pressure in the space suit,
abrupt changes in the resistance to air flow through the The box unit chamber 61 has a large access opening
valve 65 and attendant oscillation of the piston 113.

An emergency situation may arise when it would be
necessary to abruptly drop the spring pressure imposed
on the piston 113 and thereby drop the pressure within 35
the space suit. This may be accomplished by the suit
occupant by rotating the lever 125 by 65 degrees and
thus releasing the threaded connection between the
sleeve 89 and the fitting 79. The stem 99 will then im-
mediately move away from the piston 113 and permit 40
the piston to shift and fully open the triangular
openings 77. The spring pressure may be promptly
restored by re-establishing the threaded connection
between the sleeve 89 and fitting 79 with the lever 125.

A depth pressure transducer 163 is fitted in a mount- 45
ing ring 165 and secured in the box unit chamber 61

.with the end of the transducer disposed in an opening
167 in the wall of the chamber. A perforated strainer
169 covers the end of the transducer and is connected
to the mounting ring 165 by screws 170 extending 50
through holes 171. Electrical connection to the trans-
ducer 163 is made by a receptacle plug 173 having a
hole 175 therethrough that receives a tube 177 of the
transducer and has a plurality of sockets 179 that
receive corresponding prongs (not shown) on the
transducer.

Conducting wires 181 (FIG. 3) supported in a spiral
spring 182 on the plug 173 extend between the plug
173 and terminals 183 of a plug 185 mounted in an
opening 187 in the box unit 17. The plug 185 con-
stitutes the box unit connection for the electrical line
25 that extends to a monitoring station outside of the
water. The plug 185 is provided with a gasket 189 and
is joined to the box unit by screws 191. The end of the
electrical line 25 has multiple sockets 193 that mate
with corresponding prongs (not shown) in the plug
185.

55
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(not shown) on the side thereof opposite the openings
167. This access opening is closed by a cover plate 215
(FIG. 2) with screws 217 and associated gasket 219.

We claim:
. 1. A fluid flow system for supplying and exhausting
gas to and from a ventilated underwater space suit
comprising:

a box unit positioned on the chest area of said suit;
a main gas supply line connected to said box unit and

a suit gas supply line connected to said box unit
and said suit;

a passageway in said box unit between said main gas
supply line connection and said suit supply line
connection;

a main exhaust line connected to said box unit and a
suit exhaust line connected to said box unit and
said suit;

a gas exhaust passageway in said box unit between
said suit exhaust line connection and said main ex-
haust line connection;

means for regulating the resistance to gas flow
through said gas exhaust passageway;

said regulating means comprising a cylinder mounted
in said gas exhaust passageway and having a gas
receiving end including an opening through which
exhaust gas must pass;

the end of said cylinder opposite said receiving end
having an opening externally of said fluid flow
system adapted for exposure to the ambient water
pressure around said suit;

a piston movably disposed in said cylinder between
said ends thereof;

the wall of said cylinder between said ends thereof
having a fluid exit opening therein;

said fluid exit opening communicating with said main
exhaust line;
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means for adjustably interposing said piston between
said receiving end and said'exit opening of said
cylinder whereby resistance to fluid flow through
said fluid flow system may be regulated;

a fluid seal between said wall exit opening and said
external opening of said cylinder.

2. The invention as defined in claim 1 including a
delta pressure transducer mounted in said box unit for
indicating the difference between the pressure in said
space suit and the ambient water pressure around said
suit, said pressure transducer having one surface in
communication with said suit exhaust line connection

and another surface adapted for exposure to the am-
bient water pressure around said suit.

3. The invention as defined in claim 1 including an
emergency pressure relief valve mounted in said box
unit, said valve having a surface in communication with
said suit exhaust line connection and a surface adapted
for exposure to the ambient water pressure around said
suit, said valve having means for automatically opening
when the pressure in said suit reaches a predetermined
level.
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